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Disclaimer
This presentation is for information purposes only. Neither this presentation nor the information contained in it constitutes an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation in relation to the purchase or sale of shares
in any jurisdiction. This presentation may not be distributed in any jurisdiction except in accordance with the legal requirements applicable in such jurisdiction. Recipients should inform themselves of the restrictions
that apply in their own jurisdiction. A failure to do so may result in a violation of securities laws in such jurisdiction. This presentation does not constitute financial product advice and has been prepared without taking
into account the recipient's investment objectives, financial circumstances or particular needs and the opinions and recommendations in this presentation are not intended to represent recommendations of
particular investments to particular persons. Recipients should seek professional advice when deciding if an investment is appropriate. All securities transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the risk of
adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Breaker Resources NL (Breaker) does not warrant the accuracy, currency or completeness of the
information in this presentation, nor the future performance of the Company, and will not be responsible for any loss or damage arising from the use of the information.

Competent Persons Statement
The information in this report that relates to Exploration Targets and Exploration Results is based on information compiled by Tom Sanders who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy. Mr
Sanders is an officer of Breaker Resources NL and his services have been engaged by Breaker on an 80% of full time basis; he is also a shareholder in the Company. Mr Sanders has sufficient experience that is relevant
to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity being undertaken to qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2012 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting of
Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Mr Sanders consents to the inclusion in the report of the matters based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.
#The information in this report that relates to the Mineral Resources and Exploration Targets is based on information announced to the ASX on 6 September 2018. Breaker confirms that it is not aware of any new
information or data that materially affects the information included in the relevant market announcements, and that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant
market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed.

Table: Lake Roe Project Bombora Deposit Mineral Resource September 2018
Notes:
• Reported at 0.5 g/t Au cut-off
• All figures rounded to reflect the appropriate level of confidence (apparent differences may occur due to rounding)

Classification

Tonnes

Au (g/t)

Ounces

Indicated

12,549,000

1.5

624,000

Inferred

12,050,000

1.2

460,000

Total

24,599,000

1.4

1,084,000

Breaker Resources NL

Certain statements contained in this presentation, including information as to the future financial or operating performance of Breaker and its projects, are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements: are necessarily based upon a number of estimates and assumptions that, whilst considered reasonable by Breaker , are inherently subject to significant technical, business, economic, competitive,
political and social uncertainties and contingencies; involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from estimated or anticipated events or results
reflected in such forward-looking statements; and may include, among other things, statements regarding targets, estimates and assumptions in respect of metal production and prices, operating costs and results,
capital expenditures, ore reserves and mineral resources and anticipated grades and recovery rates, and are or may be based on assumptions and estimates related to future technical, economic, market, political,
social and other conditions. Breaker disclaims any intent or obligation to update publicly any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise. The words
“believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “indicate”, “contemplate”, “target”, “plan”, “intends”, “continue”, “budget”, “estimate”, “may”, “will”, “schedule” and other similar expressions identify forward-looking statements.
All forward-looking statements made in this presentation are qualified by the foregoing cautionary statements. Investors are cautioned that forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and
accordingly investors are cautioned not to put undue reliance on forward-looking statements due to the inherent uncertainty therein.
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BRB Overview
An extensively de-risked gold discovery that is growing quickly:
“standalone” high-grade open pit potential/long-term underground potential
 Large new gold system 100km east of Kalgoorlie, WA

 Focus on rapid Resource growth (500,000oz in 5 months)
4 drill rigs underway (A$11/oz discovery cost 5 months pre-September*)
Targeting… more shallow oz/high-grade underground oz
 Pre-feasibility study underway targeting large, early, standalone
open pit development (drilling still defining open pit limits)

Kalgoorlie

Lake Roe
Gold
Project

 Underground mining potential wide open
Intersections not in Resource^ (-250mbs) eg. 5.95m @ 11.33g/t Au
UG Exploration Target# 1.2-1.4Moz @ 4.5-5.5g/t Au
#ASX

Release 6 September 2018; *ASX Release 6 September 2018; ^ASX Releases 7 May 2018 & 13 June 2018

Breaker Resources NL

 Open pit gold Resource# 1.1Moz (24.6Mt @ 1.4g/t Au)
includes 0.8Moz @ 2.0g/t Au
includes 0.5Moz @ 3.4g/t Au
…an interim, shallow, high-grade Resource limited by the
extent of drilling (variable ~150m-250m drill depth)
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Gold discoveries like this are rare
Bombora

1.1Moz

2016

Breaker (growing quickly)

Open pit & UG potential

Gruyere

6.2Moz

2013

Gold Road

Open pit

Tropicana

8.0Moz

2006

Anglo Gold

greenfields

Open pit (limited UG)

Bellevue

1.0Moz

2018

Bellevue

brownfields

UG

Mt Morgan

3.0Moz

2015

Dacian

Open pit & UG

Invincible

1.3Moz

2012

Gold Fields

Open pit & UG

Garden Well

3.5Moz

2008

Regis

Open pit

Bombora Discovery: Lake Roe Gold Project
Shallow oz and thin cover (5-10m)

High-grade open pit potential
(2.0g/t)

Open pit and underground
potential

1
1

1

BRB
BRB
BRB

1Long-term forecast of Australia’s mineral production and revenue: The outlook for gold: 2017-2057

Richard Schodde, Adjunct Professor, Centre for Exploration Targeting, UWA 5th December 2017, Perth

Lake Roe Gold Project

Significant WA gold discoveries in last 15 years
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October 2015 camp

December 2017 Christmas wind-up celebration

Lake Roe Gold Project

A significant journey of discovery
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People that have made it happen

Corporate Overview
Experienced mining industry professionals aligned with shareholders

Capital Structure

Corporate/Technical Team
Tom Sanders

Executive Chairman (geologist)

Mike Kitney

Non-Executive Director (process engineer)

Mark Edwards

Non-Executive Director (lawyer)

 Market capitalisation

$70m ($0.385/share; 21/11/2018)

Linton Putland

Non-Executive Director (mining engineer)

 Cash

$2.8m (30/09/2018)
$10.5m raising (1/10/2018)

 Strong share register

Directors 14%

 Issued Securities
182.7m fully paid shares
(4.6m partly paid shares; 5.7m unlisted options)

Alastair Barker

Exploration Manager

Top 20 51%

Building value on a rare gold discovery of quality and scale in a Tier 1 mining jurisdiction

Bombora South
Discovery

April 2018
maiden
Resource
$11.4M capital
raise @ $0.70

Bombora North
Discovery

$10.5M capital
raise @ $0.29
Sept 2018
Resource

$0.60

$0.40

Start resource
drilling
Bombora Central
Discovery

$0.20

~80% of our funds go “into the ground”

Share Price

Three Year
Creation of 2.2km
Share Price Chart Bombora Discovery Zone

Breaker Resources NL

Michelle Simson Company Secretary
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Lake Roe Project Location/Background
 New 8km-long gold system discovered February 2016
hidden by thin cover 100km east of Kalgoorlie, WA

 Large area project
(+550km2, 100%-owned)
Thin cover (typically 5-10m)
Minor historical exploration
Dormant for ~20 years

0.8Moz

BBRC0329: Visible gold in RC chips*
 Geological setting
Between two major shear zones that
converge adjacent to a ~500m-thick
fractionated dolerite (best gold host rock in WA)

0.5Moz
Operating

0.9Moz
Operating

 Current understanding built on ~170,000m of
RC and diamond drilling (~23%)

Lake Roe Project Location
*ASX Release 30 May 2017

Lake Roe Gold Project

 Situated between 2 large gold deposits
Two operating gold plants within ~60km

3.5Moz
Operating
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The value-adding strategy and investment thesis
We are adding ounces quickly (4 drill rigs) at a gold project with camp-scale growth potential
…while doing mining studies that are likely to push these ounces up the value curve
EV/Resource oz

EV/Reserve oz

De-risked growth potential in 8 steps (following slides)

450

Value growth/oz
associated with
development

EV /Resource or Reserve ($A/oz)

400
350
300
250

465

200
150
100
50
0

Project

237

192

141
53
Breaker

BGL

45

57

Capricorn

Echo

Lake Roe Bellevue Karlawinda

Stage
Mkt Cap (A$M)
EV/oz (A$M)

Gold Road

Gascoyne

Dacian

Yandal

Gruyere

Pre-FS

Pre-FS

DFS

DFS

Developmt

Dalgaranga Mt Morgan
Prodtn

Prodtn

70

219

43

51

557

54

506

53

192

45

57

237

141

465

1,084

1,040

892

815

1,870

612

1,200

Grade (g/t)

1.4

12.3

1.0

1.7

1.2

1.3

2.0

Target development

OP

UG

OP

OP

OP

OP

OP & UG

Resource/Reserve (koz)

1)

170,000m of drilling and still open all directions

2)

Large, shallow Resource with high-grade optionality

3)

Mining potential underpinned by high gold endowment

4)

Common style of mineralisation with proven continuity

5)

PFS targeting early, low-risk open pit at least 2.2km-long

6)

Metallurgy points to high recoveries and low costs

7)

Underground potential very real

8)

A lithium wildcard

Breaker and Bellevue Enterprise Value (EV) per Resource oz (A$/oz) and how
market is valuing recent ASX listed developers and miners EV/Reserve oz
(Data as of 21/11/2018)*
*See Appendix for additional information

Breaker Resources NL

500
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(1) 170,000m of drilling and still open in all directions
Shallow drilling in first 2.2km of 8km gold system
indicates standalone open pit potential
 Resource drilling started in February 2017
Still open after 127,000m of RC & 42,000m of diamond drilling
40m x 20m drill pattern needed for definition
 Drilling underway with 4 rigs

 Still discovering new lodes after 18 months of resource drilling

 Many intersections not followed up along strike
Camp-scale growth potential

RC & DD - Downhole average gold (ppb)*
*ASX Releases 18 April 2018 & 26 April 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

Priority on finding limits of open pit mining for PFS
Main focus on shallow oz/scoping high-grade underground oz
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(2) Large, shallow Resource with high-grade optionality
Open Pit Resource#: 24,599,000t @ 1.4g/t gold for 1,084,000oz (58% Indicated)
includes 808koz @ 2.0g/t Au (or 417koz @ 3.4g/t Au)
Open Pit
Resource
1.1Moz#

Open

UG Exploration
Target* 1.2-1.4Moz
4.5-5.5g/tAu

Open

Open

Open

Lake Roe Gold Project

Open

Open

An interim Resource limited by the extent of drilling
…the apparent decrease in OVM with depth reflects a lack of drilling at depth

*ASX Release 6 September 2018
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(3) Mining potential underpinned by high gold endowment
High gold endowment of 5,000-6,000 ounces per vertical metre (OVM)
(1,000OVM is a rough minimum yardstick for assessing underground mining potential)
Gold Ounces and Grade per Vertical Metre
10,000

2.5

Grade increasing at depth

8,000

 Quality ounces close to surface
(~800,000oz above 150mbs)

2

1.5

Decrease in oz at
depth reflects less
drilling

5,000
4,000

1

Estimated Gold Grade

6,000

 Shallow, quality oz underpin early
mining potential
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Ounces per Vertical Metre

7,000

0

Depth From Surface (m)
Oz Indicated/m

Oz Inferred/m

Estimated Block Grade

*ASX Release 6 September 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

9,000
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(4) Common style of mineralisation with proven continuity

Lake Roe Gold Project

Strongly altered dolerite (5.71g/t Au)*
Quartz-biotite-albite-sulphide altered quartz
dolerite (cf. Junction gold deposit, St Ives)

3D representation of intersections between
mineralised structures and quartz dolerite

Individual lodes are up to 500m-long; Stacked lodes = high ounces per vertical metre
*BBRD0056 - ASX Release 28 October 2016
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Steep lodes

Steep and Flat lodes
(no west-dippers)
3D representation of steep and flat lodes with A$2,000/oz pit shell

Flat lodes

Lake Roe Gold Project

(4) Common style of mineralisation with proven continuity
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(5) PFS targeting early, low-risk open pit at least 2.2km-long
Early open pit optimisation highlight scope for a single open pit over 2.0km-long (still growing)

Flat lodes

 Underground resource
planned once we finalise
open pit limits
2.0km-long open pit shell
(April 2018; A$2,000)
0.5Moz ago!

Steep NNWtrending
mineralised
shears

Mineralisation and geology at 300mRL
(slice of 3D model; 15m below surface)*

RC and diamond drill hole location plan
(colour-coded by average downhole gold)*
*ASX Releases 18 April 2018 & 26 April 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

 PFS timing linked to finding
the outer limit of an
expanding open pit
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(5) PFS targeting early, low-risk open pit at least 2.2km-long
The drilling is only scratching the surface so far…but already we see potential for a
large standalone development based only on shallow drilling in the first 2.2km of an 8km gold system

Resource defined to variable depth of 150m to 250mbs

Same scale

Limit of
Resource

Same scale

… for high-grade lode deposits the main long-term economic benefit
is usually from underground mining
^Darlot

*Mt Monger production & long section: Silver Lake Resources Limited (ASX: SLR) March 2018 Quarterly Activities Report;
production & long section: Red 5 Limited (ASX: RED) March 2018 Quarterly Activities Report & 2017 Annual Report respectively

Lake Roe Gold Project

*
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(6) Metallurgy points to high recoveries and low costs*

 Modest ore hardness
Ball mill work index <16kWh/t for
fresh mineralisation
 Excellent gold recovery
96%-99% (oxide & fresh)
Comminution (oxide/fresh)

 Rapid gold leach kinetics
(90% gold in 4 hours)
Low reagent consumption; no deleterious
elements
 Aiming for large standalone gold plant
(standard gravity/CIP/CIL plant)
Gravity/cyanide extraction (oxide/fresh)

*ASX Releases 18 October 2017 & 15 January 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

 High gravity gold 31%-77% (oxide)
32%-90% (fresh)
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(7) Underground potential very real – Tura Lode
… Deeper drilling below 200mbs

 Nearby intercepts include*:
 12m @ 5.72g/t
(90m north/up-dip)
 12.25m @ 4.29g/t
(50m south/up-dip)
 7.5m @ 9.03g/t
(110m south)

Long Section Tura Lode

Tura Lode

*ASX Releases 30 January 2018, 28 March 2018, 7 May 2018 & 13 June 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

 Tura Lode BBRD0819*:
21m @ 5.74g/t Au including
12m @ 9.80g/t
…excellent grade distribution
…open to south
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(7) Underground potential very real – Mindil Lode
… the underground mining potential is very real

 Mindil intersections include*:
 2.5m @ 18.53g/t
 2.8m @ 17.72g/t
 16m @ 3.20g/t
 10m @ 2.94g/t
Mindil Lode

Deeper underground mineralisation has potential to add multiples
to the near-surface Resource in the longer term
*ASX Releases 30 January 2018, 28 March 2018, 7 May 2018 & 13 June 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

 Mindil Lode BBRD0758*:
7m @ 32.66g/t Au
…excellent grade distribution
…open to south and north
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(8) The lithium wildcard 15km SSW of Bombora

Spodumene-rich outcrop
(long, slender crystals)

Location: 15km SSW of Bombora Discovery

Manna Li2O% rock chip results

Unexplored field of outcropping LCT pegmatite discovered over 3km x 1.3km area
(limited by extent of mapping and sampling; up to 3.81% Li2O, 366ppm Ta2O5 and 251ppm Nb2O5*)
*ASX Release 30 January 2018

Lake Roe Gold Project

High-grade discovery made while doing reconnaissance gold exploration
Steps underway to determine size/quality to drive strategy to monetise it to benefit core gold focus
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The BRB Story: quality, value & growth
 A rare large, extensively de-risked greenfields gold discovery with early, standalone open pit development
potential (~790,000oz above 150mbs*; PFS in progress; high-grade mining optionality)
 Focus on rapid Resource growth…(4 drill rigs underway targeting more shallow oz and deeper oz
(500,000oz in 5 months; A$18/oz discovery cost (overall)*; “camp-scale” growth potential)
 High-grade lodes at depth have potential to add multiples to any near-surface resource over time
(UG Exploration Target* 1.2-1.4Moz @ 4.5-5.5g/t Au to 700mbs below Resource not a “ceiling” on this potential)

 Extensive de-risking Extensive drilling/modelling have confirmed continuity
Whittle optimisations indicate open pit mining potential (A$1,000-$2,500/oz)^
Metallurgy indicates low cost processing is likely
Premier mining jurisdiction
 Growth catalysts

Regular news flow
Resource growth potential (open pit and underground)
Pre-feasibility study
Discovery potential in and outside known gold system (including lithium “wildcard”)
*ASX Release 6 September 2018; ^ASX Release 18 April 2018

Breaker Resources NL

 High gold endowment of 5,000-6,000oz per vertical metre underpins mining potential

21

Laying the foundation for a large new
mining camp, 100km east of Kalgoorlie,
Western Australia

Appendix
Summary of source data for EV/Resource oz & EV/Reserve oz chart on Slide 9
BRB

BGL

CMM

EAR

GOR

GCY

DCN

Shares (Appendix 3B)

10/10/2018

02/11/2018

27/12/2017

24/08/2018

19/10/2018

05/10/2018

09/11/2018

Price (ASX Closing Price)

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

21/11/2018

Debt (Quarterly Cashflow Report)

31/10/2018

19/10/2018

25/10/2018

30/10/2018

26/10/2018

29/10/2018

15/10/2018

Cash (Quarterly Cashflow Report and/or
Subsequent ASX Announcement)

31/10/2018

19/10/2018 &
26/10/2018

25/10/2018

30/10/2018

26/10/2018

29/10/2018

15/10/2018

Resources/Reserves (ASX Announcement)

06/09/2018

22/10/2018

29/05/2018

06/08/2018

26/10/2018

29/10/2018

21/11/2016

Category breakdown for Resource/Reserve utilised in EV/Resource oz & EV/Reserve oz chart on Slide 9
RESERVES

Indicated

Inferred

Proven

Probable

BRB

12.549Mt @ 1.5g/t Au for 624,000oz

12.050Mt @ 1.2g/t Au for 460,000oz

-

-

BGL

-

2.6Mt @ 12.3g/t Au for 1,040,000oz

-

-

CMM

-

-

9.611Mt @ 1.1g/t Au for 337,000oz

17.942Mt @ 1.0g/t Au for 555,000oz

EAR

-

-

3.8Mt @ 2.2g/t Au for 276,012oz

11.1Mt @ 1.5g/t Au for 593,054oz

GOR

-

-

7.62Mt @ 1.11g/t Au for 270,000oz

41.06Mt @ 1.21g/t Au for 1,600,000oz

GCY

-

-

2.8Mt @ 1.4g/t Au for 122,500oz

12.4Mt @ 1.2g/t Au for 490,000oz

DCN

-

-

1.1Mt @ 2.4g/t Au for 85,000oz

17.475Mt @ 2.0g/t Au for 1,115,000oz

Breaker Resources NL

RESOURCES

